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Abstract s 

For the Cu + Au 400 MeV system Y ray multiplicities 

have been measured. The mean value of the transferred angular 

momentum, the variances, the repartition of angular momentum 

betveen the fragments have been deduced. It is shown that, 

early in the reaction the building of angular momentum is a 

very fast process. For longer times, additional angular momen

tum is induced in the fragments due to the excitation of collec

tive modes. The properties of such modes have been analysed. 
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I. Introduction 

Gamma ray multiplicities in deep inelastic collisions 
(DIC) have been widely investigated in the last five years in 
order to get informations on collision mechanisms ) . Very simple 
classical concepts (namely rolling and sticking) were first 
introduced to analyse the data : in this framework, it has been 

2 3 possible to explain gamma ray data obtained for light systems ' 
but it is not so for heavy projectiles ' ' )• In these last 
cases the interpretation is difficult because a wide range of 
initial partial waves contribute to DIC even if one selects a 
given observation angle or mass asymmetry value. In other words, 
strong fluctuations destroy correlations between various macros
copic variables. The fluctuations have been used by Holschin and 

g 
Norenberg to explain Kr + Er data ) . But other explanations 
have been proposed. Moretto has pointed out that potential ener
gy effects could be responsible for the unexpected variation of 

q 
the Y ray multiplicity with mass asymmetry ) . Another explana
tion concerning collective modes excitation (suet, as the bending 
mode) has been proposed, to understand similar data and f-ray an
gular distributions ' ) . 

From an experimental point of view, y ray multiplicity 
experiments generally concern mean multiplicity (Hj values and 
only few results are dealing with corresponding variances ) . 
Moreover, all existing Y r a v data concern total K. values i.e. 
no distinction has been made between the y rays emitted by one 
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or the other fragment. Finally, the Hy precisions are usually 

poor. In that frame, we have studied the Cu + Au system at 400 

MeV in order to improve our knowledge of the reaction mechanism. 

2. Experimental conditions. 

£EËî2SS£-ilÊ&£ili£SEi2U « t h e fragment energies and 

time of flights have been measured at 63* (the grazing angle) 

and at 40* in two telescopes (figure 1). The energies were mea

sured in 600 mm 2 surface barrier detectors. The timing signal 

vas delivered by two channel plates arrangements. The time of 

flight path was 23 cm. The time resolution was better than 

500 ps. The mass resolution was about 1,5 around mass 63 (projec

tile mass}. 

Gamma ray detection : the y rays were detected in five 

Nal detectors located s four in the reaction plane and one (PM3) 

in a direction normal to that plane. In the reaction plane, the 

directions chosen were : the detected fragment direction (FMI 

in figure 1) ; the opposite direction (PM2) ; the center of mass 

direction of the emitted fragments (PM5) and the direction per

pendicular to it (PM4). PHI and 2 have been used to distinguish 

between the y rays emitted by the detected fragment and its 

partner (see section choice of the system). PM3 has been used 

to study the out of plane anisotropy ; FH4 and 5 to look for 

an eventual in plane anisotropy. 
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Choice of _the system : He have chosen the Cu + Au sys
tem because it has been extensively studied in Orsay. These 
experiments were carried out at 365 MeV, 400 MeV, 443 MeV 

12 13 bombarding energy ' ) . The y ray multiplicities have been 
measured at 365 and 443 MeV ) . The neutron multiplicities have 
been analysed at 365 '*) and 400 MeV , 3 ) . 

One of our aims in this experiment was to try to mea
sure the relative sharing of angular momentum between the two 
fragments. A necessary condition for this measurement was that 
the correlation angle 6 between the quasi gold and the quasi-
copper be about 90°. This condition is approximately fulfilled 
in the Cu + Au system at 400 HeV. Let us analyse in more details 
this condition. The Y ray multiplicity M„ can be decomposed in 
two parts : the light fragment My, and the heavy fragment My H 

contributions 

M , and H „ are defined in the center of mass of each fragment. yL YH 
Let us now consider the y rays emitted in the light fragment 
direction (PM1 in Fig, 2). One measures in fact 

M , - M ,, + M „. Yl yll YH1 
where Hy,, and H™, are different from My, and ML,, because 
of recoil effects. 

In a similar way we have in the opposite direction 
(FM2) 

and more generally in a direction S referred to the light frag
ment direction 
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-~ and -*= (y - 6) are calculated using the ultra rela-

tivistic cross section transformation formula 

— sin 3 6 
o » o _ 

•in3 6 r(1+B cos 6) 

where e and Fare tir. y ray emission angles in the lab and cm. 

system» relative to the fragment velocity V and 

I V 
r - • B « — ; c i speed of light 

When the quasi gold is emitted perpendicular to the quasi-

copper, we have 

"ïHl " "TOO ' "YH ^ 

"•» *YI " **2 " «YU " «YL2 " V 0 ) " «H. W 

and this experimental quantity dependB only on the light frag

ment gamma ray multiplicity. 

In fact, the correlation angle 8 was not exactly 

90* for all mass asymmetries and the above analysis is somewhat 

crude. Moreover FMI was not exactly in the light fragment direc

tion but 10* from it. All these sources of error are accounted 

for in table I where we have listed ^ — and u • for various 

mass asymmetries when the light fragment was detected in teles

cope 1 (40°). One can see that the second quantity is equal to 
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1 with a precision better than 3 X whereas the recoil effect on 

the light fragment gamma rays exceeds 15 X. If we assume that 

all the Y rays detected in PM1 and 2 are coming from light frag

ments, then : 

y » . 3 0 2 
"Y2 

This case is unreasonable but shows that the order of magnitude 

is quite measureable if some cautions are taken concerning the 

Mai efficiencies. 

Nal_effiçiençies : Because of the above requirements, 

we have used the following method. First of all we have distin

guished y rays from neutrons by the time of flight technique. 

Nal detectors were located 40 cm from the target, except FMI 

which was 60 cm away because of the larger speed of neutrons 

in the fragment detection. With such an arrangement, neutron-

gamma ray identification was quite clean (figure 3). 

Concerning the gamma ray efficiency itself, we have 

measured and controlled it in a continuous way during all the 

experiment. For this purpose, a californium source was glued 

on a surface barrier detector D • located just below the tar

get. The y rays (or neutrons) coming from this source and de

tected by one Nal were identified using the D c f signal and 

thus checked in a continuous way the Nal response. All the 

corrections due to the Cf source backing and to its location 

below the target have been measured in a complementary experiment 
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We have also tested our Nal efficiencies with standard Y r a y 
sources; they are given with a precision of SZ or better. The 
Y energy threshold was set at 300 keV, He have not unfolded 
the Y r a y spectra but this introduces only a negligible uncer
tainty because of the similar shapes of the Cf and DIC spectra 
(figure 4). 

•p.in_yalue 

The comparison of experimental data with calculations 
can be made only after converting M values into spin values. 
In a previous paper ), we assumed that each Y Eay removed 
» 1.8 IS from the emitting fragment. This mean value seems rea
sonable as far as deformed nuclei are concerned. This is the 
case in our system for the heavy fragment when its mass ratio 

to the light fragment — ranges from 2.5 to 1.5 (see fig.6). 
1» 

The heavy fragment covers then the rare earth region. The remai
ning heavy fragments and the light fragments belong to regions 
where a mean value of 1.6 H per Y cay is probably more reaso
nable. This value takes into account the fact that, in the 
deescitation of vibrational or transitional nuclei, besides the 
statistical transitions and the stretched E2 cascades, 
stretched I • 1 transitions have been observed ) . 

Concerning particle emission, charged particle emis
sion is completely negligible for our system. For the neutrons, 
we have assumed that they each carried away I "K angular momentum 
and about 10 HeV energy. 
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3. Results and discussion 

lfeanjjul^p_liç^ty_values 

At'the grazing angle, for no mass transfer products 

and completely relaxed events we find a multiplicity My-9.0±0.8. 

In table II the corresponding transferred angular 

momentum a£ is compared to previous results at two other 

energies for no mass transfer products and completely relaxed 

events. Angular momentum carried away by neutrons have been 

taken into account to deduced AJt from the measured multipli-
exp 

city M . Results have been compared to the sticking limit 

At . . . <t.> is the mean initial angular momentum contributing 

to the reaction near the grazing angle. Even though the contact 

time increases with the bombarding energy, and despite the 

strong increase of the initial angular momentum, the transferred 

angular momentum increases rather slowly with bombarding energy. 

This is in agreement with another result in fig. 5. There is 

displayed the variation of the multiplicity with the kinetic 

energy of the fragments. After a prompt increase of the trans

ferred angular momentum with the energy relaxation up to an 

energy loss of 80 MeV, a plateau is reached. This mearo that 

early in the reaction, the building up of angular momentum in 

the fragments is a fast process but that it saturates rather 

promptly. After that stage, the increase of angular momentum 

seems to be a slower process. This explains why the transfer-
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red angular momentum increases rather slowly with the contact 
time i.e. with the bombarding energy. In these conditions, the 
transferred angular momentum gets further from the theoretical 
sticking limit value when the initial angular momentum increases, 
tfe can suggest an explanation for this two stages angular mo
mentum transfer : at the very beginning of the reaction, we know 
that the charge equilibration takes place very rapidly. This is 
achieved by the exchanges of a few nucléons. This transfer of 
nucléons could induce a transfer of angular momentum. This ini
tial fast transfer of angular momentum might then not be direc
tly associated with tangential friction forces. Of course, over 
a longer rang* of time, friction forces will induce more angular 
momentum into the fragments. 

At the forward angle, the mean value of the multipli
city for no mass transfer has about the same value as the one 
observed at the grazing (only slightly higher - see table III). 
This is in agreement with the previous discussion. But if at 
365 MeV, we have most probably reached the sticking limit, 
at 400 M°.V and even more so at 443 MeV, the transferred angu
lar momentum due to friction has not reached its maximum value 
at this angle (AS is the angle as compared to the grazing one). 

Besides that, we have observed a very strong increase 
of the multiplicity when the mass of the fragments gets more 
symmetric (figure 6). In this figure, open symbols correspond 
to points calculated with a mean —ltipolarity of 1.6-n and closed 
symbols to points calculated with a mean multipolarity of 1.8 -K. 
The thick line indicates the most probable angular momentum 
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transfer, taking into account the right multipolarity corres
ponding to the deformation of the fragments. The shaded area 
indicates the maximum uncertainty du? to incertitude on the 
multipolar!ty. la the same figure are results previously ob
tained at 365 MeV (squares). The right multipolarity of Y 
rays has b«*en included in the same way than at 400 MeV. The 
most striking feature is the strong increase of the transferred 
angular momentum AJt for symmetric events when going from 365 
to 400 MeV and also, at both energies, the strong increase 
of At when going from the injection point to symmetry. In the 
same figure we have drawn the theoretical predictions in the 
frame of the sticking limit. At . has been calculated 
assuming that all initial l x waves contribute at that angle 
which gives a mean value <£j> » 50 T. at 365 MeV and 
<tj> - 87 IS at 400 MeV. The value A4 . . is then most proba
bly over estimated, (thin lines in fig. 6 takes into account 
the deformation of out-going fragments). For equal fragments, 
at both energies, experimental values are larger than the 
theoretical ones. This must indicate that the data do not 
reflect only the initial angular momentum transfer. If one 
assumes, as we did in our previous paper ) , the existence of 
collective modes such as bending, one can explain these discre
pancies in the same way that one explains the large y multipli
city following spontaneous fission ) . 
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In fig. 7 we have plotted the ratio M
v ) / M

v 2 which 

we should observe as a function of the ratio of angular momen

tum transferred to both fragments. M . (M ,) is the multipli

city measured in the direction (in the opposite direction) of 

flight of the light fragment. Curves in fig. 7a and b are 

slightly different because of different kinematical conditions 

as we have shown in a preceding section. In the two cases, we 

have indicated the theoretical values, for the rolling and the 

•ticking case, for the range of masses covered. At symmetry 

(figure 7a) we observe an experimental result coherent with 

the fact that the same angular momentum should be transferred 

to both fragments. Near the injection point, our results seem 

to agree with the rolling limit. This means that, either we 

are close to this limit, or Bome additional angular momentum 

has been added to the outgoing fragments which will lower the 

Al„/Al, ratio as compared to the sticking limit. This measure

ment does not allow to draw definite conclusions but only shows 

the consistency of our results. 

The out of plane distribution have been found slightly 

anisotropic (W„0«/W0« - 0.87) which confirms similar data 

obtained earlier. This result is in contradiction with the 

deexcitation of the aligned fragments through cascades of 

stretched E2 transitions. It could be an evidence for a larger 
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contribution of stretched l « 1 transitions. But a proportion 

of at least 60° of I « 1 transitions should be necessary to 

explain the observed anisotropy. This is very unlikely. This 

result may then be regarded as one more indication of the 

existence of an additional angular momentum not aligned with 

the reaction momentum. Indeed, in the collective modes such as 

bending, the angular momentum is located in a plane perpendi

cular to the direction of the fragments and leads to a misali-

gnement of the total angular momentum. 

4. Variances 

Very few measurements have been published concerning 

variances of My (or M ) distributions ) in deep inelastic 

collisions. We have deduced these values from the two fold 
21 coincidences between any of the 5 detectors ) . 

Main results are presented in table IV.where the 

value of the standard deviation o. for the I distribution are 

compared to the measured mean M value (including neutrons 

contributions). The value T. of the FWHM is calculated assuming 

.i gaussian shape (T, « 2.35a.). A schematic representation of 

these results has been shoim in fig. S where gaussian shapes 

have been assumed for the different S, distributions. The most 

Bticking feature is the increase of the width of the distri

bution with the reaction time. At the grazing angle, for in

completely relaxed events (curve a), the transferred angular 
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momentum is small and the width is rather • narrow, but it 

increases with energy relaxation (curve b). If one assumes that 

all Jt waves contribute at this angle to the completely relaxed 

component, one expects a o, value of 8.7 -fi to be compared to 

an experimental value of 7.4 -ft. The width can then be accounted 

for by the I waves contributing to the reaction. This probably 

means that time is not long enough for collective modes to be 

significantly excited. At the forward angle the situation is 

quite different. Time is now long enough for collective modes 

to be excited, and near the injection (curve c) the width is 

very large as compared to mean value of the angular momentum. 

This corresponds to comparable importances of collectives 

modes and reaction momentum. At symmetry (curve d) collective 

modes have increases and the variance is still very high. These 

variance measurements give another positive evidence for the 

excitation of collective modes in such reactions. The same 
22 analysis has been proposed in ref. ) . 

jtoat_havejwe_learnt_about_çol^çtive_çodes 1 

To understand our results, let us first recall calcu

lations performed in the frame of a very simple classical pic

ture ) . Friction communicates to each fragment an aligned 

angular momentum:I» for the heavy one and I. for the light one. 

We assume that only the bending mode is excited which communi

cates to the fragment an angular momentum I R which is added in 

opposite directions in the two fragments. I„ is taken to be 
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randomly distributed iu a plane perpendicular to the fragment 

flight direction. Experimentally, the measured quantity is 

related to the total angular momentum integrated for all I_ 

orientations, that is I » <|l_ + I_| + 1 ^ - ^ l * - Wto»1 1^1 

is smaller than |l„| and |ljlt we find I very close to | L + Î7| , 

In this case, the mean angular momentum is very close to the 

friction Angular momentum I_. 

If *„ « I X̂ l . *L " IX? R-I^l I F - * H + 1 L 

we find I - Ij, <1 + 
3*H SX 

The influence of the bending mode will tend to increase 

the width of the angular momentum distribution which is theo-

reticaly zero for an aligned initial angular momentum but the 

mean value of the angular momentum will remain unchanged. 

However, when fc„ < R and £ T < R, I does not reflect 
a h y 

any longer the influence of friction but mainly that of the 

bending mode 

- *§_+ * , 
6R 2 

I - 2R |J + — — | = 2R 

These results are in agreement with the results of a 

more complete and sophisticated calculation by Horetto ' ) 

but limited only to the case of equal tangent spheres. This 

calculation includes the excitation of all possible collective 

modes ( wriggling, tilting, twisting and bending). They show 

that equilibrium statistical fluctuations depend on the tempe

rature of the system and that collective modes will be more or 
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less excited as compared to the friction induced angular momen
tum, 

Through the light of these ideas we can look at our 
data. If at the grazing angle the width of the angular momentum 
distribution is coherent with the reaction mechanism itself, at 
the forward angle we observe for the 400 MeV reaction a width 
which is very large and nearly constant over a wide range of 
masses. This indicates that at this angle, elapsed time is long 
enough for collective modes to be excited. In fig. 9, we have 
compared the behavior at 365 and 400 MeV. We have used as a 
reference "thé angular momentum which could be transferred to 
the system in the frame of the sticking limit Li , . as 
described previously. We have plotted the ratio M/°* l t :4 ei, as 
a function of the mass asymmetry. Near the injection point this 
ratio is close to 1 indicating that collective modes should not 
be very strongly excited and at 400 MeV the sticking is not 
even reached. When one goes to symmetric fragments one observes 
a sudden increase of At as compared to the reaction momentum.' 
This must happen in a region where, as the fragments become more 
symmetric, the momentum R due to the collective modes gets much 
larger than the contribution of the initial angular momentum. 
That is to say that at symmetry, the transferred angular momen
tum reflects mainly the collective modes. Boughly 13 if is communi
cated to each fragment at 365 MeV and 18 *" at 400 MeV. 
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We now know two features about the collective modes ; 

i) They are much more excited when out-going fragments are of 

equal size than when they are dissymmetric. This is not sur

prising, these modes must not be very easy to excite when the 

sizes of the fragments are too different. Moreover, coulomb 

forces Which may amplify the bending motion of two equal defor

med fragments must not be very efficient in the case of too 

different size fragments, ii) For equal fragments, the total 

induced angular momentum increases with the excitation 

energy of the system but less than the reaction momentum itself, 

We have teen an increase of roughly 13 to 18 tT induced in each 

fragment at symmetry when the bombarding energy goes from 365 

to 400 MeV for an increase of the stacking momentum from 7 to 

12 H. This means that the induced angular momentum in the frag

ments depends not only on the statistical fluctuations due to the 

temperature of the system but also on the reaction angular mo

mentum itself. 

At symmetry it is possible to give more quantitative 

theoretical results following Moretto's prescription "'). The 
13 temperatures we used have been deduced from experiment ) • 

Moretto's presciption leads to smaller values but we have 

checked that this parameter doesn't influence significantly the 

results. He have taken T - 2.0 (2.35) MeV at 365 (400) MeV. We 

have assumed that at each energy all initial 4 waves contributed 

so that the initial mean value of the angular momentum was 

<4.> - !• I, • - 87 -V at 400 MeV and 50-fi at 365 MeV. We have l 3 1 max 
also assumed that the transferred angular momentum was 

stick 7 i 
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On table VI are the results of the calculations. For a 

reaction momentum Û* j ., *»(*«) ~s ths total iî s-lar mraantsss 

induced in the fragments assuming that only the wriggling (ben

ding) mode has been excited. A* •- is the additional angular 

momentum due to tilting. A£ is the total angular momentum 

induced in the fragment involving all contribution, aj2-, u 2, 

a. 2 are the variance related to the reaction momentum distri

bution, the wriggling and the bending modes, o. includes all 

contributions. 

Agreement with the experimental results is good and 

- accounts for the main experimental features, i) the increases 

of angular momentum in the fragments between 365 and 400 MeV, 

ii) the larger ratio of A£ /A£ ^. . at 365 MeV than at 400 
exp stick 

MeV. Of course, in these calculations the deformation of the 

fragments has not been taken into account. If the fragments 

are deformed, collective modes will be more significantly 

excited, that is to say that the ratio of the total induced 

angular momentum AJt to the theoretical Aft . . value will 

be increased. But at the same time, the proportion of M . 

which it is possible to transfer to the fragments will become 

smaller because of deformation and A4 may remain unchanged. 

Because of the spin disalignement due to collective modes, we 

now understand the small Y r a Y anisotropy we have measured. We 

20 
have used again a Horetto's prescription > to calculate the 

i 

spin disalignment due to wriggling, tilting and bending. The 

results are indicated in table v . 8 is the depolarisation 
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effect due to wriggling and tilting and 6 is the contribution 

of twisting and bending. We indicate also the calculated and 
*0* ~ W90' measured anisotropics = . The calculations have been 

™0° 
performed for two temperatures : the first one has been calcu
lated by using Moretto's prescription. The second one has been 

13 deduced from experiment ) . The results are quite sensitive to 

this parameter and within the corresponding precision, the misa

lignment is explained by thermal fluctuations. 

We have considered here the possiblity of exciting collective 

modes during the lifetime of the composite system. Another possi

bility cannot be ruled out : when the two fragments separate, 

if their symmetry axis are not aligned, an additional angular 

momentum can be brought into the fragments due to coulomb 

forces ). This effect, which is of kinematical nature would 

give a similar effect as the excitation of collective modes 

during the course of the reaction. It has been already discussed 

by Strutinsky. In fact, it is possible that both mechanisms 

exist. 

4. Conclusion 

We have investigated Y ray multiplicities for the Cu+Au 

400 MeV system. Namely we have obtained the mean values of the 

transferred angular momentum and the variances. Moreover the kine

matical properties of the system have been used to distinguish 

the Y rays emitted from one or the other fragment. We can now 

give a general picture of the way angular momentum is transfer

red in the course of the reaction. In the very early stage, the 

building up of angular, momentum in the fragments is a very fast 

process and might be related to the exchange of nucléons invol

ved in charge equilibration. The total momentum equilibration is 
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probably slower. The time is then long enough for additional 

angular momentum to be induced in the fragments by other mecha

nisms. The typical time to initiate these mechanisms is about 

J O - ^ s. As observed in low energy fission, collective motions 

of the fragments play an important role in this respect and we 

have shown how our data were consistent with this picture. We 

have learnt that these modes were more important for symmetric 

fragmerts than for different size fragments. We have also shown 

that the ratio of the total induced angular momentum to the reac

tion angular momentum decreased with incident bombarding energy. 

The influence of these collective modes is then mostly dominant 

at low incident energy where the depolarization effect will be 

stronger. One can then understand why depolarization effects have 

been seen small in some experiments ' ) and large in others 

(this work for instance). Finally, we have also explained why 

calculations often give very small value for the transferred 

angular momentum as compared to experiment : in most cases, the 

transferred angular momentum due to friction corresponds to 

only a small part of the total induced momentum. 
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TABLE I 

Mass asymmetry 
"YL "YH 

1 1.12 0.98 

1,5 1.14 0.98 

2 1.15 0.99 

2,5 1.16 1.00 

| 2,7 1.16 1.00 

L 



TABLE I I 

EMeV 365 400 443 

<»i> 75 130 170-175 

«Y lCtl 9±1 13±1.5 

"exp 23 24 34 

"stick. 26 44 58 
(ellipsoids) 

L 



TABLE I I I 

*M»V 
365 400 443 

<*i> SO 87 150 

A6 30' 23° 14° 

(à). 
cxp 

without mass 

23.5 25 37 

' transfer 

l_ûl th. sticking 17 30 52 

(LI exp 
equal fragments 

29 42 

t th. sticking 
12 21 i 
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TABLE IV 

Grazing angle - no mass transfer 

incompletely 
relaxed events 
Ki* ,.„ " 2 * 3 * v icro cm 

M 

6.6 

M 

17 4 + 2 + 3 
1 0 - 5 

completely 
relaxed events 

Ttin cm 
8.7 25 ?:i » : S 

Forward angle - completely relaxed events 

near injection 

V-L "3-35 
9.5 25 14 ± 2 33 ± 5 

near symmetry 
ju/m, - 1.8S 

16.7 42 ifi + 3 

1 6 - 4 38 + 7 

L 



TABLE V 

t (MeV) 6«t <d«> 6tb <dB> 
T V " W90° 1 
[ V Jcalc 

W0° ~ W90° 
exp 

t (MeV) 6«t <d«> 6tb <dB> 
T V " W90° 1 
[ V Jcalc WQo exp 

1.30 
2.29 

28 
35 

38 
46 

0.29 
0.02 0.14 

L 
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TABLE VI 

Bombarding 
energy 

365 IfeV 400 IfeV 

TMeV 2.0 2.35 
AS. 
stick. 

14 25 

*V 17.3 28.1 

*B 22.3 31.8 

"tilt. 4.2 4.7 

tot. 30 40 
At exp 30 42 

* 25 77 

4 94 103 

«8 131 147 

"tot 16 18 

"exp - 16 

L 
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Figure 1 : Ezperinental set up. Th.». fragments are detected in 2 telescopes 
and 5 Nal. One of them (PM3) is not present in the figure 
{because it is located in the direction perpendicular to the 

252 figure plane. Just belov the target, Dgg, is the Cf arrangement 
used to calibrate the Y detectors (see text). 



Figure 2 « The y rays are emitted by the recoiling fragments and are somewhat 
focused in their flight directions; The particularity of the 
reaction we used is that these two flight directions were perpen
dicular one to each other. 
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Figure 3 : Time of flight spectra showing the clear separation between y 

rays and neutrons. By using the pulsed structure of the beam, 
random coincidences have also been substracted from the final 
spectra. 
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Figure 4 : Gamma ray energy spectra obtained for the 2 5 2 C f source 
and from the Au target. The shapes are quite similar 
and the uncertainties due to the fact that the spectra 
are not unfolded are quite negligible. 
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Figure 6 : Evolution of A* with mass ratio for the completely 
relaxed events at 40* for 400 MeV beam energy (circles) 
compared to equivalent 365 MeV results (squares). 
The uncertainties due to statistics are only * 5 X. 

The open (closed) symbols correspond to a mean multi-
polarity of 1.6-6 (1.8 •© per Y ray. The dashed area 
corresponds to the uncertainty due-to multipolarity. 
The thick lines correspond to the nose probable expe
rimental value. The thin lines are the theoretical 
predictions; 
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Figure 7 s Counting rate ratios between PHi and PM2 as a function 
of the repartition of angular momentum between the two 
fragments. Part a and b correspond to slightly diffe
rent kinematical configurations (near symetry and near 
the injection point). Theoretical predictions have 
been indicated by arrows. 
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Figure 8 : Schematic representation of the angular momentum popu
lation in the fragments in four different cases. 
a) Grazing angle - no mass transfer - incompletely 
relaxed events, b) the same for completely relaxed 
events, c) 40* completely relaxed events - no mass 
transfer, d) the same as c) hut for symmetric frag
ments. A gaussian shape has been assisted in all 
cases. An arbitrary scale is used for the population. 
In the insert, the uncertainty on the variance is 
shown for the 4 cases. 
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Figure 9 : Ratio of the experimental transferred angular 
momentum to the sticking value as a function of mass 
•symmetry at 365 MeV and 400 MeV bombarding energy. 
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